PormaLajtion of the problem
Let' the simply conneated plane domain D be bounded by the closed ourve I and x = (x1,xc>) be a point of the pla- (1) with the curve I the only one common point M( x.,. x") (2) The problem consists in finding the vector w(x1,x2) e € 0 2 (D) u C 1 (t) and the vector ]f(x2) € C^D), 0<ot<1, which satisfy the equation 
The above system of integral equations consists of two singular integral equations with the main part being the same as in the integral equation considered in [2] and so it is solvable. Due to the condition (5), we get from (16) the ve,ctor u(x 2 ), from (10) the vector u(x), from (6) the vector w(x), and finally from (4) the vector 7(x 2 ). Note that the choice (15) of ac is essential, since the kernel of the potential (10) is in that case weakly singular on -t, [l}.
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